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About This Game

Battle giant robots, mad gods, and…awkward teen romance? You were just an ordinary high-school student—up until you
rescued a mysterious being from the army, and were granted amazing powers! Now you must put on your colored costume,

make sure to finish your homework, and prepare for the fight of your life!

Totem Force is a lighthearted 260,000 word interactive anime-inspired novel by Tom Rayner, where your choices control the
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story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your
imagination.

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, bisexual, or asexual.

 Romance your jerk rival, the mysterious blonde, your childhood best friend, and many others.

 Solve your problems with friendship, or use your own intellect and willpower.

 Defend the city from monster attacks!

It's time for you to become the Heir to the Heavens!
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Build up a dungeon, fill it with monsters, raid the world above ye, complete missions. Simple enough. While the campaign does
get a little repetitive with its levels, it's still funny and enjoyable enough, and the humor-filled story does take ye with it. Small
puzzles and side quests bring some variety to the otherwise straightforward game play. While not the greatest masterpiece of all
time, I don't regret a single second I spend in this.

Trying to be evil is harder than it seems, even when yer a creature from Hell.. another spam game not worth your cash.
First one with animals was ok, but now it is only spam game with every kind of animals..dogs,cats,insects and stuff.. Overall
enjoyable. It is a little tedious but, it doesnt drag on to long; do your chores and you will be fine. Watch your sensor (oculus)
setup or you will be a little frustrated at times. Spent a total of 8 hours but, my finished easy campain i finished in a little under
3 hours. It took me a few restarts to quit dying.. Adds a building that was included in the base games of Tropico 3 and 4 for
free. Only now it's restricted to the Modern Era, by which time you no longer need it unless you've fallen so far behind that you
have no electricity by 1989.

the mission is another cheesefest; build 40 of these things and win. end mission.

And just like every other miserable mission in this game, there's a completely pointless random HUGE invasion that threatens
instant defeat if you don't have an army of more than 20 units prepared within 9 months of the sudden announcement.. Very
Irish Such castle

  10/10
  Would mystery again. Very good FPS game to play online

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uexbAa_zXGs
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EDIT March 2018: Per Dryspace's comment on this review, I looked up BridgetFisher's review and tried the fix for the
resolution issue I had. With that fix in place, I was able to play the game and finish it, though I doubt I'll complete the Extended
Play in Jirard-style completionism.

So, I change my review to a recommend with that. The plot is basically non-existent, but the antagonist's voice acting is some of
the best I've encountered in an HO game. The various game modes give this game a bit of something different.

------------

First, I'll admit that I bought this on sale for not more than two dollars, probably less. While I give the game much credit for the
idea and an actually interesting antagonist, I got tired of the game very quickly. The reason for that wasn't the game play, but the
lack of an actual fullscreen mode. The scenes are repetitive, but the various types of games helped with that.

If I didn't have to have the screen next to my face to see what was going on, I would have probably finished the game at least. It
seems a bit nitpicky, but that's a deal breaker in this case.. Really negative opinion. This game should be in early access. Not a
finished product. I couldn't even buy a building. Do yourself a favor and google Capitalism Lab, it's the real spiritual successor
to Capitalism 2.

EDIT/UPDATE:

I will admit that I had not viewed the tutorial videos and have read other reviews that claim they're extremely helpful. I clicked
on the first tutorial video (Production Chain, I believe) and it already looked different than what I start off with in the base
game (A blank map with cities but no company infastructure). Then I saw that I have to be told what to click on in order to
progress in the tutorial, despite if I click on other buttons, nothing will come of it, which makes me wonder why not just have it
be a video instead of a press this button to progress tutorial.

But this is what my actual problem with the game was. I bought the trade center and then saw that in order to begin selling
things, I need to have warehouses to supply things in the store, I started to buy a warehouse and anywhere I would click to put it
(including the green highlight squares) the building would not place. I had plenty of money to afford it but the building would
not place. I tried turning it with the shift and mousewheel command (I'm playing on a laptop without a mouse but can still
"scroll" with the two finger mousepad) but the building would just not place.

As for my comment about early access, I've really been spoiled by Capitalism Lab, that game does not have as much in depth
fields and research as this game does but that game is much more easier in terms of click and go gameplay. There are no
artificial walls of 'if you don't have X, you can't do Z'. If you want to build an army of warehouses and no retail or supply, you
can. That's why I feel like this game is missing a lot of features. Only 5 AI opponents, only 5 cities, cannot create sub-
companies, cannot hire managers to auto run your business. This game is kind of like buying the first release of a new
Civilization game, nice core idea but missing extra features.. Full of weeaboos with daddy issues and incel tendencies

So it's really a great game fun for all the family 10/10 recommend. I wouldn't recommend this DLC. It should have been
included in the base game as it was produced and took resources away from the base game during the development cycle.
Simply anti consumer friendly move on CA's part. That being said, the paywalled content is ok. There isn't really a tutorial for
the YTR as the three factions you receive have entirely different mechanics as opposed to the non paywalled factions. Using
features like liberation stances to incite Yellow turban rebels to rise up is cool, but you can't see how close or far you are to
causing one since you can't see public order of cities that you don't control. The tech system is an interesting change, as it's
based off research similarly to past total war games as opposed to the base game's factions' 5 turn reform waiting period. The
Yellow Turban factions haven't any strong units as part of their late game roster, it would seem that they peak out early to mid
game, when you unlock your best units, which are superior for a short time and after that, you'll have a rough time to go about
it. Satisfaction is unbalanced for the YT factions as you have only a limited number of administrator positions to keep them
happy, which you have to essentially choose between having generals high enough rank to recruit your better units and be
unhappy, or have trash generals use trash units and be happy; even with the reforms, it's still difficult to maintain satisfaction in
a group that is known for a fanatical devotion to their ideals. All in all, its interesting, but for $10, its a pass. You won't be
missing much by not buying this dlc.. Are this dlc is additional levels or original game like dlc? I didn't understand how to run
this dlc or what difference about this dlc and CrazyBall adventure.?
Can anybody explain me?
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